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Real-Time audio processing plugin that aims to help musicians enhance their mixes and make their live performances truly memorable. Powerful and intuitive controls that let you realize amazing sounds. High-quality presets that you can apply for each channel and which can be mixed or played together. MIDI
input and output to make easy the connection with midi keyboard and drum machines. 4-Band Harmonizer. 4-Band Frequency Shifter. 4-Band Low-Pass, High-Pass, Comb and Band-Pass Filters. 4-Band Dynamic EQ. 4-Band Audio Synthesizer. 4-Band Formant Controll. 4-Band Auto Tuner. 4-Band Audio Analyzer.

Can be used for music production, DJ, EDM or rap tracks. 10/09/2017 NEW: Power amp cabinet modulator patch! 10/09/2017 V2.3: new light version of the modulator patch. 10/09/2017 V2.2: one more channel modulator patch added. 10/09/2017 V2.1: new Chainer / CRC Audio plugin released today. Check it out
here! 10/07/2017 V2.0: the new version of the modulator. 10/06/2017: New version of the modulator, including a ton of new features. 09/30/2017 V1.11: The UltraMod filters were renamed and made more intuitive. 09/30/2017: The screenshot of the UltraMod filter was added. 09/30/2017: More info was added to

the screen. 09/27/2017: The patch was added to the jar. 09/26/2017: The name was changed to MU Voice. 09/24/2017: New UltraMod filter added. MUSIC HUT VST VST3 The award-winning VST3 instrument plugin MUSIC HUT, developed by musical audio experts Ufone. MUSIC HUT is a VST3 synthesizer
instrument plugin with a very simple user interface, but a huge range of features. MUSIC HUT contains a unique sound generator, Harmonic Soft Synthesis (HSS), which generates melodic, harmonic and chordal harmonies from the original instrument part. You can set different models and different parameters

for each model for creating complex sounds.
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HomePage: Are you looking for a free harmonizer? Then you need to check out Mu-Voice. This plugin was created due to requests from the Mojo community, and might just be the plugin you are looking for. This is a harmonizer. It basically works like this: You select a chord. Then the plugin checks all the chords
in your project and finds a chord with the same root. Then it adds a new channel, and adds a new track to that channel that is the harmony of the selected chord. It also adds a new instrument track to this new channel that is the harmony of the selected chord. Then it will be a free harmonizer, and you can do

anything with it. This is a software synthesizer with the ability to add a rich harmonic content to the instruments. It can synthesize any kind of note, from simple sine wave to completely complex sounds. The instrument is composed by two independent oscillators, an ADSR (Attack Decay Sustain Release) circuit
and a parameter changeable filter bank with a lowpass, highpass, comb and bandpass all the way from the very low frequencies to the very high ones, with an octave shifter between the two oscillators. All of this can be arranged with an interface of two different types: a simple VCA for the gain of each oscillator
and a 7-band EQ. Both can be operated with two wheels or with a graphical interface. This synth has a large sound library with an integral mixer, so it can be used to create any sound, from the pop, rock or soul style to the electronic and future styles. A good option for a score that allows you to experiment with

a lot of different sounds or even create a track from scratch, from a melody to a rhythm, and to add the harmonics. Features: - Three oscillators, each one with two type of voices: sine, saw and pulse waves. - ADSR, Cut-off frequency, Attack and Decay. - 7 band filter bank with Lowpass, Highpass, Comb and
Bandpass all the way from the very low frequencies to the very high ones with an Octave Shifter between the two oscillators. - Two VCA: one for the gain of each oscillator and the other for a fine control of the mix. - A good choice for creating entire tracks or mixes, b7e8fdf5c8
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•Pitch harmonizing by channel •2.5/3/4/5-Band equalizers •4.5/5.0/6.0/7.0-Band low pass, high pass & comb filters •2.0-Band Bandpass filters •Dynamics controls •2.5-Band U-Parameter •Chord generator •2.5-Band Limiter •2.5-Band Adjust •2.5-Band Pitch Shift (manual only) •Reverb, Stereo to Mono converter
•Chord tuner & metronome •Grid Slider •Infinite loop & trim controls •Keyboard input •MIDI and audio input/output MuVoice is a real-time audio processing plugin that aims to help musicians enhance their mixes and make their live performances truly memorable. Its power resides in the tuning capabilities,
which along the integrated track harmonizer and the collection of special effects can work to generate astonishing sounds. Its setup procedure is easy, but there's a catch: at first run, Mu Voice installs the plugin in the default location of some popular VST hosts, whereas a second launch enables you to choose a
custom location. Mu Voice comprises numerous sliders and buttons, allowing real-time harmonizing. The four channel harmonizer can generate musical sound by determining the harmony pitch from chord and voice data, enabling you to assign octave and voicing for every channel. The plugin allows manual
pitch shifting, panning operations to adjust the balance between channels and formant control. It offers you control over the shift range, filters and harmonics. The collection of built-in low-pass, high-pass, comb and bandpass filters can improve the final sound, while the equalizer is used for weakening or
amplifying individual harmonics. Mu Voice also comes with a spectral analyzer, an audio synthesizer and tuner, as well as volume and shift adjustment options. Mu Voice features a predefined collection of presets that you can add to the chord scheme, while the scheme editor can be used for controlling both
presets and chords. It supports MIDI routing, which means that it can input data from a MIDI keyboard or other controller. The options in Mu Voice can work together in order to tune vocal recordings and generate studio-like sounds. You can use it to mix tracks and apply them effects, while the sound synthesis
methods it uses make it a

What's New In?

Real-time vocal tuning: - Chord scheme editor: - Create, save, load, save and load schemes: - Harmonizer: - Intuitive interface: - Selectable harmonic type: - Harmonizer: - Optimized for stereo: - Intuitive interface: - Pitch shift: - Channel balance: - Panning: - Formant control: - Volume and cutoff: - Real-time
harmonic analysis: - Spectral analyzer: - Audio synthesizer: - Tuner: - Automatic ear training Key Features: - Unlimited chord presets: - Voices: - Real-time vocal tuning - Harmonics: - Modulation: - Flexible: - Speaker simulation: - Frequency shifter: - Reverb & chorus: - Lowpass, highpass & bandpass filters: -
Formant control: - Equalizer: - Speaker simulation: - Loudness: - Volume & cutoff: - Mixing: - Volume & cutoff: - Multi-rate playback and editing: What's new in this version: Please note that Mu Voice is fully compatible with the latest VST plug-ins and hosts. Also, as a next step, Mu Voice will be compatible with the
latest Mac OS X and Windows updates. Reviews: I really would like to thank you for your awesome products. This is my 2nd purchase and my every time I am extremely satisfied with your products. The plugin is great and very useful for my vocalists. Thalia43 Jan 29, 2019 Amarthust Excellent product, VERY Easy
and straightforward to use. Love it and will buy again. Milana Daroux Dec 27, 2018 Reliable and Practical Because I'm really new in order to make such plugin, I want to test it. I always keep in mind that I purchased VST Voice Chord Arpeggiator but I have never used this. However, this Mu Voice Vocal Harmonics
Plugin is very helpful. Stoffa Nov 09, 2018 A Very Useful and Dependable Vocal Harmony Plugin I first
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System Requirements For Mu Voice:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 or 10. Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo 2.0 GHz or better, AMD Athlon™ X2 2.0 GHz or better Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVidia® GeForce® GT 430 or ATI® Radeon HD 5670 with 1 GB or better Storage: 40 GB available space Game Disc: I.P. or DVD Sound Card: DirectX® 9
Compatible Joystick: Dualshock 3 required (PlayStation®2
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